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WHERE CAN A FOREIGN REGISTERED PROPRIETOR SUE IN INDIA FOR INFRINGEMENT OF ITS TRADEMARK?  

 1. INTRODUCTION 

A Division Bench of the High Court of Delhi (the “Court”), in its recent judgment in the matter of P.K. Sen vs. 

Exxon Mobile Corporation and Anr.1, reversed the decision of a single judge of the Court and held that a foreign 

registered proprietor2 who does not have an office or a principal place in India, cannot file and maintain a suit 

of trademark infringement and passing off on the basis of the location of the trademark’s permitted user.3  

A permitted user is a licensee, either exclusive or non-exclusive, of a registered trademark and different from a 

registered user.’4 While a registered user has a right to initiate a suit for trademark infringement5 under the 

                                                           
1 FAO (OS) No.290/2016 & CM No.37465/2016; Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/119950261/ last visited 6/02/2017   
 
2  Section 2(1)(v) of the Act defines a “registered proprietor” in relation to a trade mark as the person for the time being entered in 

the register as proprietor of the trade mark.  
 
3 The permitted use of a registered trademark by a permitted use’ has been defined in Section 2(1)(r)(ii) of the Trade Marks Act, as 
follows:  
 

“permitted use”, in relation to a registered trade mark, means the use of trade mark— 
 

 (i) by a registered user ……. ; 
or 

 (ii) by a person other than the registered proprietor and registered user in relation to goods or services— 
 (a) with which he is connected in the course of trade; and 
 (b) in respect of which the trade mark remains registered for the time being; and 
 (c) by consent of such registered proprietor in a written agreement; and 
 (d) which complies with any conditions or limitations to which such user is subject and to which the registration of the 

trade mark is subject. 
 

4 Section 2(1)(x) of the Act defines a “registered user” as - a person who is, for the time being, registered as such under Section 49 
of the Trade Marks Act. 
5 Under Section 52(1) of the Trade Marks Act, subject to any agreement subsisting between the parties, a registered user may 

institute proceedings for infringement in his own name as if he were the registered proprietor making the registered proprietor a 

defendant and the rights and obligations of such registered use in such case being concurrent with those of the registered 

proprietor.  
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Trade Marks Act, 1999 (the “Trade Marks Act”), a permitted user is specifically prevented6 to do so under the 

Trade Marks Act. 

The Court essentially held that a registered proprietor cannot institute a suit for trademark infringement and 

passing off in the location of where a permitted user was incorporated, or benefit from the provisions of sub-

section (2) of Section 1347 of the Trade Marks Act.  

Section 134 of the Trade Marks Act allows for the initiation of a trademark infringement suit in the principal 

place of business of the registered proprietor or the registered user. The Court refused to allow initiation of a 

case in Delhi, as the plaintiff did not have a registered office within Delhi and the mere fact that the permitted 

user had its registered office in Delhi was not adequate to confer jurisdiction on the Delhi High Court.  

A single judge had earlier held that the Court had jurisdiction to entertain and try the suit for trademark 

infringement and passing off, as the permitted user of the infringed registered trademark in the matter had its 

registered office in Delhi, which is within the territorial jurisdiction of the Court. 

 2.  BACKGROUND 

Exxon Mobile Corporation (“Plaintiff No. 1”), a company incorporated in the USA, is the registered proprietor of 

the trademark ‘EXXON’ in India. Its Indian subsidiary (“Plaintiff No. 2”) has its registered office in 

Delhi.  Plaintiff No. 2 is the permitted user of the mark 'EXXON' in India. Plaintiff No. 1 and Plaintiff No.2 are 

referred to collectively as the “Plaintiffs”. 

The Plaintiffs filed a suit for trademark infringement and passing off before the Court seeking an injunction 

against Mr. P.K. Sen (the “Defendant”), who was the proprietor of the name and mark ‘EXON Engineering 

Corporation’ who had his office in Kolkata.  

 

                                                           
6 Section 53 of the Trade Marks Act provides that a person referred to in sub-clause (ii) of clause (r) of sub-section (1) of section 2 
shall have no right to institute any proceeding for any infringement. 
 
7 Section 134 of the Trade Marks Act - Suit for infringement, etc.to be instituted before District Court. 

 (1) No suit— 
(a) for the infringement of a registered trade mark; or 
(b) relating to any right in a registered trade mark; or 
(c) for passing off arising out of the use by the defendant of any trade mark which is identical with or deceptively similar to 
the plaintiff’s trade mark, whether registered or unregistered, shall be instituted in any court inferior to a District Court 
having jurisdiction to try the suit. 

 (2) For the purpose of clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (1), a “ District court having jurisdiction” shall notwithstanding 
anything contained in the Code of Civil Procedure,1908 or any other law for the time being in force, include a district 
Court within the local limits of whose jurisdiction, at the time of the institution of the suit or other proceeding the person 
instituting the suit or proceeding or where are more than one such persons any of them, actually and voluntarily resides or 
carries on business or personally works for gain.  

Explanation: For the purposes of sub-section (2) “person” include the registered proprietor and the registered user. 
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 2.1. At the trial stage 

The Plaintiffs sought to invoke the provisions of Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act on the following 

grounds:  

(a) Plaintiff No. 2 had its registered office in New Delhi, which was within the territorial jurisdiction of the 

Court;  

 (b) Plaintiff No. 2 was a subsidiary of Plaintiff No. 1; and  

(c) Plaintiff No. 2 was a permitted user of the mark ‘EXXON’ by way of a license executed between 

Plaintiff No. 1 and Plaintiff No. 2.    

As the Defendant did not have any presence in Delhi and did not carry on business therein, he challenged the 

suit, essentially alleging that the Court did not have any territorial jurisdiction to try the suit. The Defendant 

further contended that the benefits provided under Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act cannot be claimed 

by the Plaintiffs as Plaintiff No. 1 did not have a registered office in India and Plaintiff No. 2 had no right to 

institute a suit for infringement under Section 53 of the Trade Marks Act, as it was merely a permitted user. 

In response to the Defendant’s contentions, the Plaintiffs argued that Section 53 of the Trade Marks Act had to 

be read in continuation with Section 52, which allowed a registered user of a trademark to institute a suit in his 

own name. It was further contended by the Plaintiffs that since Plaintiff No. 2 was a permitted user, the use of 

the trademark ‘EXXON’ by it would be deemed to be use of the mark by Plaintiff No. 1 under the Section 48(2)8 

of the Trade Marks Act for the purposes of infringement. 

Upon hearing the arguments put forward by both parties, the Court, at first instance agreed with the Plaintiffs 

and concluded that the definition of person under explanation to Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act was an 

inclusive one and was not restricted to a registered user or a registered proprietor.  

Reliance was also placed on the reasoning of the Supreme Court in the matter of Exphar S.A. and Another v. 

Eupharma Laboratories Limited and Another9 that provided a discussion on sub-section (2) of Section 6210 of 

                                                           
8 Under Section 48 (2) of the Trade Marks Act, the permitted use of a trade mark shall be deemed to be used by the proprietor 
thereof, and shall be deemed not to be used by a person other than the proprietor for the purpose of section 47 or for any other 
purpose for which such use is material under this Act or another law. 
9 (2004) 3 SCC 688 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/474885/   
 
10 Section 62 in the Copyright Act 
62. Jurisdiction of court over matters arising under this Chapter. 
 
(1) Every suit or other civil proceeding arising under this Chapter in respect of the infringement of copyright in any work or the 
infringement of any other right conferred by this Act shall be instituted in the district court having jurisdiction. 
 

(2) For the purpose of sub-section (1), a “district court having jurisdiction” shall, notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of 
Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908), or any other law for the time being in force, include a district court within the local limits of 
whose jurisdiction, at the time of the institution of the suit or other proceeding, the person instituting the suit or other proceeding or, 
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the Copyright Act, 1957 (the “Copyright Act”). In that case, the court held that Section 62(2) of the Copyright 

Act was similar to Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act and provided the plaintiffs with an additional forum 

for instituting suits for copyright infringement. The single judge observed that: “irrespective of the fact that the 

Plaintiff No. 2 was neither a registered user nor a registered proprietor, all that was necessary to be seen was 

if the Plaintiff No. 2 could be regarded as a ‘person’ instituting a suit and whether it carried on business within 

the jurisdiction of this Court”. 

It was hence concluded by the Court at first instance that Plaintiff No. 1 was deemed to be carrying on 

business in Delhi, as the trademark was used and promoted by Plaintiff No. 2 in Delhi. The Court was found to 

have territorial jurisdiction to try the suit. The Defendant appealed the decision, which was taken up for 

consideration by the Division Bench of the Court.  

 2.2. At the Appellate Stage 

Upon going through the above contentions of the parties and conclusions drawn by the Court at first instance, 

the Division Bench of the Court considered the following issues:  

(a) Whether the fact that Plaintiff No. 2’s registered office was in Delhi would suffice to show business 

carried on by Plaintiff No. 1 under the tradename and mark in Delhi (“Issue 1”);  

(b) Whether Plaintiff No. 2, who is a permitted user and not a registered user can be added as a plaintiff 

in a suit for trademark infringement when it is strictly prohibited from doing so under Section 53 of 

the Trade Marks Act (“Issue 2”); 

(c) Whether the fact that Plaintiff No. 2, who’s registered office is within the limits of the Delhi courts, 

gives the Delhi courts territorial jurisdiction to try the suit under Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act 

(“Issue 3”); 

(d) Whether the definition of a ‘person’ under Section 134 (2) of the Trade Marks Act was an inclusive 

one (“Issue 4”); and 

 (e) Whether the Exphar decision11 could be applied to the matter (“Issue 5”).  

 3. CONSIDERATION UPON THE ISSUES 

At the appellate stage, the Court proceeded to address the issues as follows.  

 3.1. Issue 1  

The Court confirmed that the permitted use of the mark by Plaintiff No. 2 was considered to be use by Plaintiff 

No. 1 under Section 48 of the Trade Marks Act. However, after analyzing the decisions of the Supreme Court 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
where there are more than one such persons, any of them actually and voluntarily resides or carries on business or personally works 
for gain. 
 
11 Supra note 9. 
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in Indian Performing Rights Society Limited v. Sanjay Dalia12 and in Dhodha House v. S.K. Maingi,13 the Court 

found that the Delhi courts, within whose territorial limits the registered office of Plaintiff No. 2 was located, 

would be deemed to have jurisdiction to try the suit, had the cause of action arose in Delhi.   

 3.2. Issue 2  

The Court observed that Section 53 of the Trade Marks Act explicitly prohibited Plaintiff No. 2, a permitted 

user, from instituting a suit for trademark infringement. Hence, Plaintiff No. 2 was not eligible to initiate the suit 

under the law.  

 3.3. Issues 3 and 4 

Once it was clarified that Plaintiff No. 2 could not be a plaintiff in the suit for trademark infringement, the Court 

found that its location cannot be taken into account for determining territorial jurisdiction for initiation of the 

suit.  

The Court went on to see if the definition of a person under the explanation to Section 134(2) of the Trade 

Marks Act was broad enough to include a permitted user in its scope. The Court held that even though the 

definition of a person cannot be restricted to a registered proprietor and a registered user, it would not include 

a permitted user suing for an infringement of a trademark as there is an express prohibition under Section 53 

of the Trade Marks Act.  

The Court observed that if the word person in the explanation to Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act is 

deemed to include a permitted user, then it would mean that while on the one hand Section 53 bars a 

permitted user from instituting any proceeding for infringement, on the other hand, Section 134(2) would yet 

regard him as a person instituting the suit for determining jurisdiction. This interpretation would be contrary to 

the terms of the enactment.  

 

 3.4. Issue 5 

The Court opined that since there was no concept of permitted user and registered user under copyright law, it 

was not appropriate to rely on the Exphar decision in the present case. The Court also observed that the 

concept of the person instituting a suit for infringement under the Copyright Act was different from that of a 

person instituting a suit under the Trade Marks Act.  

 4. CONCLUSION  

The Court concluded that since no part of the cause of action arose in Delhi, the suit should be initiated in 

Kolkata. Consequently, the Court ruled that it did not have territorial jurisdiction to entertain the present suit. 

                                                           
12 2015 (10) SCC 161 
 
13 2006 (9) SCC 41 
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The Defendant’s appeal was, therefore, allowed and the order passed at first instance by the Delhi High Court 

was set aside.  

 INDUS  5. LAW VIEW

There have been many instances where the courts have discussed the issues of additional territorial 

jurisdiction under Section 134(2) of the Trade Marks Act and Section 62(2) of the Copyright Act. This decision 

by the Delhi High Court significantly contributes to the developing jurisprudence on additional territorial 

jurisdiction provided under intellectual property statutes.  

In this judgment, the Court tested the arguments supporting territorial jurisdiction in Delhi and provided clear 

explanations for dismissing the suit filed in Delhi. The Court also took a strong stand against equating a 

permitted user with a registered user for determining territorial jurisdiction.   

This judgment of the Court gives clarity on where the registered proprietor of a trademark can sue in India for 

infringement of its trademark when it does not have a registered user or place of business in India.  

This does not mean that a registered proprietor cannot sue in India. It only means that a registered proprietor 

has to sue in the place where the defendant carries on its business or where the cause of action has arisen 

based on the general principles of civil jurisdiction incorporated in the Civil Procedure Code.  

The benefit of additional jurisdiction given under the Trade Marks Act is not available to the registered 

proprietor who has no registered user in India or a place of business in India.  
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